
$473,000 - 4900 E Chapman Avenue 65, Orange
MLS® #PW24023407

$473,000
1 Bedroom, 1.00 Bathroom, 768 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

N/A, Orange, CA

Discover your contemporary oasis with this
modern loft-style condo overlooking the
breathtaking Orange Lakes. Welcome to a
space where modernity meets tranquility.
Picture yourself lounging on the deck, savoring
the sunset framed by lush trees. Upon entry,
be greeted by an expansive open floor plan
accentuated by a stunning wall of glass that
invites the tranquil lake views indoors. Every
detail has been meticulously curated to
enhance your living experience. Indulge in the
luxury of stainless steel kitchen appliances,
complemented by soft-close drawers and
cabinets. The ambiance is further elevated by
wood-look laminate flooring, individually
wrapped stair steps, and recessed lighting
throughout. Escape to the upstairs loft, where
a sliding barn door seamlessly divides the
sleeping quarters from the spa-like bathroom
and walk-in closet. The walk-in shower boasts
rejuvenating pebble flooring, organic subway
tiles, and sleek fixtures, harmonizing with the
modern sink and industrial vanity. Embrace the
convenience of having a space for your
stackable washer and dryer, eliminating the
need for community laundry facilities. Bathe in
natural light streaming through the skylight,
illuminating the upstairs retreat. With a 10ft.
dual-paned sliding glass door leading to the
deck, immerse yourself in the serenity of
lakeside living. Seize the opportunity to fulfill
your California dream of homeownership. This
meticulously updated loft promises a
contemporary lifestyle amidst nature's beauty.



Your dream home awaits.

Built in 1976

Additional Information

City Orange

County Orange

Zip 92869

MLS® # PW24023407

Bedrooms 1

Bathrooms 1

Square Ft 768

Lot Size 0.02

Neighborhood OC - ORANGE (92869)
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